Vibration-modified torsional potentials and vibration-torsion ("vibtor") levels in the m-fluorotoluene cation.
Zero-kinetic-energy (ZEKE) spectra are presented for m-fluorotoluene, employing different low-lying (<350 cm-1) intermediate torsional and vibration-torsional ("vibtor") levels of the S1 state. The adiabatic ionization energy (AIE) is found to be 71 997 ± 5 cm-1 (8.9265 ± 0.0006 eV). It is found that the activity in the ZEKE spectra varies greatly for different levels and is consistent with the assignments of the S1 levels deduced in the recent fluorescence study of Stewart et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 150, 174303 (2019)]. For cation torsional levels, the most intense band corresponds to changes in the torsional quantum number, in line with the known change in the phase of the torsional potential upon ionization. This leads to the observation of an unprecedented number of torsions and vibtor levels, with the pronounced vibtor activity involving out-of-plane vibrations. Interactions between levels involving torsions are discussed, with evidence presented, for the first time it is believed, for modification of a torsional potential induced by a vibration. Also, we discuss the possibility of distortion of the methyl group leading to a change from G6 molecular symmetry to Cs point group symmetry.